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Former Travel-Aid President Borgman Pays Up
BY CRAIG VAUGHAN
The American judicial system is 
sometimes slow in its workings, but even­
tually, in most criminal cases, justice pre­
vails.
The case of John Borgman, one-time 
Travel-Aid president accused of embez­
zlement of student funds, is coming to a 
close after 13 months.
Borgman had been linked in April of 
last year with losses of student .funds 
through a service known as Travel-Aid, 
which was organized to aid students in 
organizing trips for discount prices.
Several students lost large sums of 
money, and at the time of Borgman's 
disappearance in March, the organization 
was $350 in debt that had been incurred 
in local Grand Rapid business establish­
ments, including expenses from a large 
party.
Borgman, after attempting to nego­
tiate a deal later turned himself in, and 
was arraigned on May 15, 1975, in the 
Ottawa County 58th District Court in 
Grand Haven.
During the course of the pre-trial 
hearing, it was decided that Borgman
Crash Halts Concert Traffic
Two major accidents occured near 
GVSC during the past week, one halting 
traffic leaving the Roy Buchanan and 
John Creach concert for an hour.
Father Don lleydcn of the Campus 
Ministry was leaving the campus at ap­
proximately 10 pm last Sunday, when he 
reached the icy M-45 Grand River bridge, 
lleydcn lost control of his car, slamming 
into the bridge’s railings and into an on 
coming car.
Wreckage from Hcydcn’s demolished 
car blocked both lanes of traffic on the 
bridge.
Hcydcn, who was not wearing a 
seat beit, was found by police in the 
back sear of his car. It was first suspec­
ted that lleydcn suffered back injuries; 
however, he was treated and released 
from St. Mary's Hospital in Grand 
Rapids.
On last Thursday, an accident oc- 
curcd under the blinker light at the en­
trance of the Colleges.
Tina Dewey of West Olive was turn­
ing left from castbound M-45 into Man- 
sen’s service station when her car was 
struck broadside by a westbound pickup 
truck.
According to Campus Police, skid­
marks made by the pickup driven by 
Ernest Nash of Grand Haven, were 150 
feet long, indicating a high rate of speed.
Dewey's car was demolished and the 
Marne Kmcrgcncy Unit responded to help 
free her from the wreckage.
She suffered bruises and facial cuts 
and was taken by ambulance to North 
Ottawa Community Hospital in Grand 
Haven where she was treated and re­
leased.
Nash was not injured.
should make restitution to the students 
and businesses involved.
Borgman has finished making resti­
tution to all the Grand Valley students in 
volved except for one. That student, 
Christine Dougherty, is yet to Ik  found 
Campus Police officer Grant Schliewc 
reports that he “ personally have given 
checks to the girls who lost money."
"There were others who lost money, 
but did not report it to us,” Schliewc 
explained "Anyone who did report it 
to us has had their money returned, ex 
ccpt for the one student that we have 
l>cen unable to locate." A total of $874 
was returned to students by officer 
Schliewc.
Judge Ponsjin ruled that the colleges
were responsible for the debts incurred 
by the Travel Aid Organization (around 
$350). "The judge felt that the only 
people embezzled from were students,” 
said GVSC Police Chief Purl Cobh. "If 
the colleges went to sue Borgman (to 
obtain the money), it would Ik  a civil 
suit."
Now that restitution has been com­
pleted, Borgman will Ik tried in the next 
couple of weeks. As a result of what 
Police Chief Cobh called "plea bargain­
ing,” Borgman will Ik tried on a misdea- 
mcanor charge of embezzlement of less 
than $100 "It was alleged that he was 
taking students' money for his own per­
sonal use; however, this was never pro­
ven," said Cobh.
NOTICE OF MEETING
The Board of Control of Grand Valley State Colleges will meet in regular 
session, Friday, April 30 at 2 pm m conference rooms A II C of GVSC's Cam 
pus Center.
Tentative agenda items will include 
Personnel Actions
Gifts and Grants Received
Revisions to 1975-7n General Fund Budget
Revisions to Auxiliary Activities Budgets tor I *>75 7ft
Tentative Auxiliary Activities Budgets for 197ft 77
1970-77 Housing and Food Service Fees
Bachelor of l ine Arts Degree College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree - College IV
Grand Valley Colleges Foundation
Authorization to Expend Undistributed laconic
Refinancing of Computer Equipment
Winter Term Report of Student Activities Allocation
Revisions to Administrative Manual
Student Employment Policy
Great Lakes History Conference: A Rousing Success
BY JERRY MASE1.
GVSC hosted the second annual 
“Great Lakes History Conference” at the 
Pantling Hotel in downtown Grand 
Rapids last week. The three day confer­
ence was a rousing success, stated Dr. 
Edward Cole, CAS History department 
professor and director of next years' 
conference.
The conference provided a forum 
for historians, as well as an exchange 
of ideas and concepts in the discipline 
of history.
Next year Cole hopes to have more 
student involvement, as this years' con­
ference was geared more to the profes­
sional. "Some of the papers discussed 
were a little deep, they were probably 
chapters for up-coming books; but for the 
most part the conference was excellent," 
said (kale.
The keynote speaker was Dr. Charics 
Dollar, Director of the Machine Readable 
Division of The National Archives in 
Washington. Dollar spoke of "Electronics 
and the Future of History."
"Since the 1960’s paperwork in 
Washington is boiled down into computer 
language and stored away for a future 
date.” said Dollar, noting that “ historian* 
of the future will be able to locate any 
period in time and use rhe date at hand 
to find out why certain policy decisions 
were made." History will be of high quali­
ty. difficult to disguise in accuracy. His­
tory will be for the many and not a s s  
now for the few."
“Although 40% of the paperwork in 
Washington is put into the computer
files with an increase of 5% per year, 
there is still room for letters of resigna­
tion in the Archives, even after they get 
lost in the State Department for a time,” 
added Dollar. “ All maps ever printed 
when fed into the computer will take up 
a space 4 x 5 x 3  inches."
“ A computer network which will 
link the Archives with data bases will in­
crease the speed and accuracy of histori­
cal findings, and will also provide instant
publications. The use of the computer 
network will Ik  as common as today's 
hand calculators.
There arc some drawbacks to the sys­
tem, included are the creation of data 
bases and the financial problems in creat­
ing those bases. Dollar also noted that 
"right to privacy" pressure groups will 
cause insufficient data about the private 
citizen, and the possibility of a broad 
overview of the citizenry rather than an
m-depth look at a particular period. 
Historians arc traditional "browsers” said 
Dollar, the computers would do the 
“browsng” for them.
Dollar concluded with the observa­
tion that, “The history of the past was 
written by atypical people about atypi­
cal people. Tomorrows' history will be 
concise, accurate, and undistorted by the 
whim of the writer.”
It’s Down 25%
GV Crime Decreasing, Report Says
G V S C  M ic e  Chief M  Cobb
A report on campus crime for Winter term '7ft, issued by the police chiefs 
office, reveals some interesting developments.
The total number of complaints received by the campus police decreased 
from ! 27 during Winter term ’75 to UK) for last term. Of these, larcenies 
dropped from 60 to 52. traffic accidents, 28 to 14; narcotics arrests, five to tw»».
destruction of property complaints rose from four to eight.
The three concerts held last term accounted for only one drug arrest, hut 
there were seven arrests for minor in possession of liquor A total of 24 GVSC 
students was arrested during Winter term '76, as opposed to 14 in Winter term 
'75. Nine were for drunk and disorderly (four in 1975); six for larceny (two m 
1975); one breaking anu entering {the same :n 1975); one for drugs; one for 
drunk driving; and two for malicious destruction of property. Traffic citations 
supplied the remainder
$1,349 in GVSC property was stolen last term, with all but $12 worth being 
recovered. $2,748 in non-institutional (private) property was stolen, unfortu­
nately, the report dors not state how much of that has been recovered.
The campus police force s  composed of seven full-tune officers, with two 
interns and five reserves. Police Chief Purl Cobb attributes much of the de- 
crime activity to the “better visibility and n o ru rd  ability to investi­
gate" the police now have with the addition of the interns and reserves. Perhaps
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The Congress Is Dying
People on the GVSC campus who have watched this 
year’s student government arc used to disappointment. 
Members of the Congress got off to a rocky start when past 
President Frank Musto debated his resignation throughout 
the fall term.
During that time Student Congress members accom­
plished very little.
When Musto finally did resign (before Chrisrmas),we 
expressed hope that the new President, Jeffrey Kik, would 
lead a revitalized Congress, one which would provide the 
leadership so sorely needed by the 7,000 students at Grand 
Valley.
But Jeff Kik’s government, too, has been a disappoint­
ment. We would gladly offer him credit if Student Congress 
had provided leadership on this campus. Yet today, we 
find very little evidence that Kik’s Congress has accomplished
a n y th in o .
Apparently Kik decided that “low key” leadership was 
the cure for student problems at GVSC. Unfortunately, Kik 
and his fellow officers (he appointed his roommate Vice- 
President, and the guy across the hall Public Relations Chief; 
both are paid positions) went too far. Student Congress has 
fallen into a “ low key slumber.’’
Congress has often been two steps behind the student 
body in addressing problems on this campus. The group is 
often made aware of controversy long after other student 
groups arc involved. Additionally, Congress has often slowed 
the process of positive change at GVSC.
A prime example here is Student Congress'treatment of 
the smoking ban. Here, the group was very slow iu recognize 
the fact that the overwhelming majority of GVSC students 
supported the idea of a ban on classroom smoking.
Congress then further slowed the processes of change by 
recommending that the ban not be implemented until next 
year. *T don't think we should make this change right in the 
middle of a term, when it will strongly disrupt students," 
said President Kik.
Kik made the preceding statement during the first week 
of the spring quarter.. .
We were not impressed.
But Congress had done little before. And they have done 
very lin k  since.
Student Congress is dying. . . .
!LH<§AIL IPia®!FIiS!!@IK!i
W ED ., M A Y  5
8-10 PM in dining room  of tha Commons 
Guost Speakers
Andrew Metcaff • a para-legri assistant 
Judge Steven Servant
A  law student from  Detroit area law school
This program is F R E E , and opan to all people in the Grand Rapids
in careers in tha legal profession.
• M • • »1 V # % I k. • • •
Two weeks ago, the question of a change from "College" 
to "University" status appeared to be a controversial topic on 
this campus. When GVSC administrators announced their
support for Senator Byker’s "GVU" bill, Jeff Dongvillo 
reacted strongly.
Dongvillo testified in Lansing. He said that more time was 
needed to decide if university status was appropriate for 
Grand Valley.
The bill was not released from committee, largely because 
of Dongvillo’s testimony.
Perhaps Dongvillo felt that, given time, a significant 
groundswell of opinion against the change would be formu­
lated.
Apparently, Dongvillo was wrong. We have sensed very 
little opposition to the proposrd change of Grand Valley’s 
educational status.
Dongvillo may disagree with us. He may argue that stu­
dents are quiet because they have little faith that they’ll be 
listened to. He may argue that faculty members have been 
silenced by their own fear of confrontation with the admin­
istration.
Perhaps Jeff Dongvillo is a mind reader. Perhaps one day 
he will tell us that the sky is falling. And perhaps it will 
actually fall.
But, until the sky falls, and until we are convinced that 
people arc willing to stand up and challenge administrative 
moves at Grand Valley—until unified rational opposition 
crystallizes-we cannot really oppose those who make policy 
here.
Opposition to the GVU bill is weak.
Take it away, Senator Byker. ____________
JO IN  H A N D S  
W ITH  TH E  
H A N D S T H A T  
F E E D  O U R  
N A T IO N
Walk With Us,
For J u s t ic e  S ak e!
r-j I would like more information on the "March 
For Justice" on May 7 & 8. From Holland to 
GVSC and on to Grand Rapids, 
pi I would like to help pay for this ad.
CUT OUT THIS AD AND SEND DONATION TO:
United Farmworkers 
527 Bridge st. n.w.
G.R. HZ 49504 or call 454-0312
Applications &  resumes for
LANTHORN 
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Are now being accepted.
The deadline far applications is 
May 15, 1976.
- .  -
LAN TH O R N
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Ask Us &£?
Lanthorn *«•<
Campus Cantar 
OVSC, Altandala, Mich 
49401
Note This column is designed to 
be a public service. If you have any 
questions you 'd  like to see an­
swered, write Ask Us c/o The 
Lanthorn, better yet, caii Ext. i20 
and ask for 'Walter' or drop in the 
office.
QUESTION: Just how big is the 
CiVSC campus, and what arc its 
borders?
According to Ron Hall at 
the Physical Plant, the campus con­
sists of 1,026 acres, divided into 
two parts by M-45. The main 
part of 876 acres uses the highway 
as its northern boundary and Pierce 
St., the Grand River and 48th St. as 
its respective southern, eastern, and 
western bounds.
The other part consists of 
150 acres bounded by 158th St., 
M-45, and a line that Hall termed 
“ Squiggly, hard to describe.”
QUESTION: Why doesn’t the Lan- 
thorn have a 'Market Place' or 
want-ads section? With as many 
people as there arc on this campus, 
there must be people interested in 
finding various situations, rides, ar­
ticles lost and found, for sale or 
swap, and personals. A minimal fee 
would help offset your costs.
We here at the Ijnthorn 
certainly aren't opposed to having a 
want-ads section, but there hasn't 
been a lot of interest expressed. 
Our guess is that the various note- 
boards around campus are doing an 
adequate job. "However,” said 
Managing Editor, Doug Guthrie, 
“ if enough people express a desire 
to have a want-ads section in the 
I-anthorn. we will probably put one 
in.”
QUESTION: Why can’t the Book­
store be open until later on Wed­
nesday or Thursday nights? There 
are classes which meet only those 
nights serving the communities and 
it’s really difficult for these people 
to travel to GVSC just to buy re- 
qurired material available only in 
the Bookstore.
Bookstore manager Phyllis 
Aurich: "It is impossible and im­
practical for the Bookstore to be 
open more than two nights a week, 
due to lack of business and student 
help. We feel that we serve the 
majority of students by remain-
ine oom Mondav and Tuesday un- --© »
til 8 pm.
However, the Campus Center 
Concession is open Wednesday and 
Thursday nights. So it you’re incon­
venienced by our hours, we surest 
that you call either myself or the 
Assnum Manager, and we can 
then arrange for the materials you 
need to be left at the Concession.”
Past Pres Disagrees With Dongvillo
BY BILL ROHN
Grand Valley’s Jeff Dongvillo is un­
questionably one of the most active stu­
dents on campus. He serves as an elected 
member of Student Congress, and has on 
occasion received praise for providing ac­
tive leadership for GVSC students.
But praise is often paired with criti­
cism. And Dongvillo recently received 
some very fiery words in a letter from 
David Porter, last year’s Student Congress 
President.
reaction to Dongvillo's role in 
the debate over the change from “GVSC 
to GVU", Porter accused the CAS senior
of taking "cheap shots" at the Vice Pres­
ident Art Hills. Porter said Dongvillo's 
actions were "designed at furthering 
(Dongvillo's) political aims”.
Porter was referring to the way in 
which Dongvillo prepared testimony 
which he presented to state senators in 
early April.
Dongvillo’s testimony included re­
marks which Hills made at a special stu­
dent meeting concerning the GVU pro­
posal on April 1. During the meeting. 
Hills twice told Dongvillo that some of 
his (Hills') remarks were "off the record".
Dongvillo gave Hills no indication 
that he disagreed with the confidential­
ity of the “ off the record" remarks, but 
marks from Hills and other administrators 
such as, “Wc want to slip this bill by " 
while things arc quiet in learning. He 
also claimed that Hills said, "Wc don’t 
want to alert Western (WMU ) and 
other guns ” which might have chal­
lenged the bill.
Porter was also disappointed that 
Dongvillo's testimony "had implied that 
the administration lies and cannot be 
trusted.”
Porter added that the possibility of a 
change from college to university was ini­
tially discussed last year. He noted that 
Dongvillo had not attended the meetings 
and claimed "It is apparent that (Dong­
villo had not) stayed abreast of the situa­
tion."
Dongvillo said Monday that he was 
not overly concerned with Porter's letter.
"Dave hasn't been on campus since 
last year and I don't know where he got 
his information on my actions," said 
Dongvillo, adding "I can speculate that 
people in the Administration asked him 
to comment and supplied the facts "
"I never said anyone lied," contin­
ued Dongvillo. "I said some of their ac­
tions caused unresolved conflicts Fur­
ther, I've stayed on top of things as much 
as any student on this campus My 
actions were based on my conscience. I 
do feel they were necessary."
Ex-Pr**. Omit Porter
Frosh
Charged With 
B A n d E
BY DOUG GUTHRIE
GVSC freshman, Harold Leonard, is 
being held in the Ottawa O u n ty  Jail 
awaiting arraignment on a charge of 
breaking and entering.
I>conard may also be dismissed from 
GVSC due to his numerous recent crimi­
nal indictments.
The (ampus Police allege that l-co- 
nard walked into an unlocked room in 
Kistlcr House on April 17 and took $10 
cash, a coat and a stereo system.
Leonard was arrested on April 22 
after a pawn shop list showed the missing 
stereo had been hocked in the name of 
Harold Leonard.
At the time of the April 17 burglery, 
Leonard was out of jail on bond follow­
ing arraignment on another Kistlcr 
break-in.
!t was alleged then that Leonard 
entered a dorm room after finding a key 
under the mat in the men's restroom. 
$4$ cash was taken from the room.
Leonard had run into the Campus 
Police even before the first Kistler House 
break-in. As reported in the March 4 
issue of the LA NT HORN, Leonard was 
charged with larceny from a building.
A police stakeout caught Leonard 
tampering with SAGA employee’s purses 
in the Campus Center.
Campus Police Oiief Purl Cobb ex­
pressed concern over Leonard's record. 
"We are working for bis dismisaal from 
the colleges; we don't need someone like 
that here.*'
Rec Equipment Can Be Rented 1
BY BILL ROHN
With the arrival of Spring, many GVSC students have taken to the turf in an 
attempt to tone up their bodies while attracting a tan.
And oh. what wonders Steve Sangcor/an can work for Spring's sun children. 
Sangeorzan is an administrator with Campus Activities. He announced Tues­
day that students can rent recreational equipment at the Eieldhouse for “minimal 
fees” .
"Students can rent equipment at the west end of the l-icldhouse on Monday 
through Thursday," said Sangcor/an. All that is necessary is a call at 895-7812 or 
an appearance between 9 and 10 am. 1 2 and 1:30 pm or 4 anil 6 pm.
The equipment room is also open between 12 and 6 on Friday.
The recreational equipment available for use includes:
Students
Weekday
Staff Students
Weekend
Staff Deposit
Bikes: SI.00 $1.50 $2.00 $3.00 $5.00
Canoes: 3.00 4.50 5 .(H) 6.00 10.00
Tents: 1.50 2(H) 2.50 3.50 5.00
Backpacks: 1.00, 1.50 2.00 3(H) 0.00
Stoves: 1.00 1.00 2.00 3(H) 0.00
Canteens: 1.00 1.50 2(H) 2.50 0.00
“ Maybe, when more people arc made aware of all of the equipment at
(M c ld h o u s c ^ h e ^ w j lM *g ir ^ c ^ a k ^ g r c a te ^ d v a n t ^ ^ > M t/ ^ io t c ^ > a n g c o r z a i^ «
Foreign Language Day Is M ay 7
The language and culture of Russian, 
Spanish, French and German speaking 
peoples will be highlighted during the an­
nual "Foreign language Day," presented 
or. Wednesday, May 7 by the College of 
Arts and Sciences’ foreign language de­
partment at Grand Valley State Colleges.
Russian language activities will in- 
clude a Russian "wax museum.” a Rus­
sian choir, presentation of the play "The 
Nose,” by Gogol, and Anton Chekhov's 
film, "The Seagull." A special attraction 
will be "The Vulgar Boatman" raft riding 
on the Zumberge Pond.
The Spanish program anil feature a 
variety show, as well as Spanish-American 
skits and dances presented by Riverside, 
GrandviUc and Lee High Schools. The
film, “Bienvcnido Mr. Marshall" will 
also be presented.
The GVSC French Club will host a 
variety show along with the film, " le s  
Gauloises Blcues" to be shown during 
the morning.
German and Austrian songs and skits 
will spotlight a German Variety Show to 
be presented by the GVSC German Club 
The film. “Der Mann, der durch die 
Wandc ging" will be shown, along with a 
video tape entitled. "Der Gast hat immer 
Recht."
Grand Valley’s "Foreign language 
Day” has been traditionally one of the 
most well attended of all GVSC act:- 
VltSCS vjth s* retnwy — 9v$QQ irKnnl Cfu* 
dents visiting the campus for the day­
long event.
...Harkema's Finest...
...A University is Born...
EDITOR:
last Thursday, April 22, our intra­
mural softball team had a game. Along 
about the fifth inning the football team 
got out from spring workout. They were 
asked to walk around our field but 
instead they cut through, delaying the 
game for approximately 5-10 minutes 
This was bad enough, but along with the 
team came the coaches. When head coach 
James liarkema was asked politely to 
remove his players from our outfield he 
laughed and waved and followed his play' 
ers on their shortcut across the field.
If college sports arc to demonstrate 
sportsmanship and to unite the school 
for a common cause, then, what is this? 
The definition Webster’s dictionary gives 
for a coach is, "To teach a team in athle­
tics the fine points of a game or sport," 
What do we have than at GVSC? I think 
it’s hard on a school when any group of 
students try to spoil something like the 
intramural program, which is set up for 
the entire school, hut when the group is 
one that is paid for by our tuition, then 
I feel something should be done about it.
* Charles A. Russell
Editor's Not*: Just 90*1 to show ya how a pair 
of shoulder pads can inflat* a fallow's Sflo. By 
the way, was ole Marie wearing his helmet?
...An Essay on Bucks... 
EDITOR:
This essay was an assignment in my 
sociology ctmsa which I felt was approbate 
material for the Lantburn readers.
The two parties involved here arc 
basically the state government and the 
college student attending Crand Valley. 
A conflict does exist in that the students 
do not wish to have a hike in the tuition 
(so soon after the first); however, the 
funds which Crand Valley received from 
the state have been reduced. This was to 
be absorbed by the student in tuition 
fees. I believe this makes obvious that the 
authority in this conflict is the state 
government and the partians arc most 
certainly the Grand Valley students.
The state feels its budget has to be 
cut because of "unnecessary expendi­
tures" obviously seems to be education at 
the higher level. The goal of the state ap­
pears to be to cut state spending wherever 
it seems possible. On the other hand, the 
students are going to feel the state’s situa­
tion in their pockets (but, of course, as 
taxpayers, we should know that even 
when the state cuts spending we should 
expect a rate of increase in what we must 
then absorb in the costs of living, etc.) 
The partians goal would then be, follow­
ing logix, to find a wgy to lower tuition 
fees, or to at least eliminate further tui­
tion hikes.
With a problem such as this, there 
seems to be little one may do other than 
to comply. However, also being a voter, 
each student who was faced with added 
financial strain could start a petition to 
bring the subject o f cutting state college 
funds to a vote o f the genera! public- 
those paying out the money for the 
funds to begin with, railing that, uic rate 
of drop-outs may increase. This may not 
be an intentional influence tactic, but it 
may help to bring the problem of the stu­
dents to the attention o f those it should. 
Abo. increased application and expres­
sion of financial need may also serve to 
influence the authorities. Hour? If the 
state must cut funds only to have tuition 
raised by the college, to be folowcd by
increased student need for financial aid, 
perhaps original cuts would be reconsi­
dered—or at least further cuts would be 
looked into more extensively. The tactics 
used here would be almost totally persua­
sion (no violence, etc. but logic through 
petitioning, etc. is used)
Ihc authorities obviously do have 
the upper hand in this particular case. 
Persuasion may also be used here (and 
was) by the authorities to assure the par­
tisans and taxpayers that the cuts were 
essential. They would approach from the 
angle that all other unnecessary spending 
is being either cut or limited. In this way, 
rhey can basically hint that there was 
actually no other solution. The state had 
to cut funds here because they’ve already 
exhausted many other sources and still 
find themselves in need of cuts. Also us­
ing the persuasion tactic, the state miy 
also remind the taxpayer that these cuts
arc to relieve the strain on his budget, 
taxes, etc. This may or may not be true, 
but it works.
In this "cycle of influence" the parti­
sans have compromised in that the first 
tuition hike occurring now will be ac­
cepted, but they arc unsatisfied. This, 
they feel, had better not happen again. 
It may bet out of hand. To avoid this, 
they must again resort to influence tac­
tics. The danger in this is that stronger 
tactics may come into existence if mild 
forms have not effect. Of course, if 
enough of the partisan group is passive, 
the cycle may end here, but I doubt it.
Thanks for the chance to share some 
tension.
Cindy Hoover 
College IV
...Fire Alarms...
EDITOR:
The ivy halls abound with glory.
Tree lined v.alks withhold the story.
Of the day that aging Grand Valley,
Became GVU in this present story.
People with authority who enjoy making history,
Started the whole GVU story.
To lie prestigious, pompous and holy,
We’d better change our name to GVU to bring us glory.
Other names were proposed that day,
U of Allendale, Jcnison State, U of Walker, to name a few. 
But after the smoke and dust had cleared away.
The name GVU was here to stay.
Now we are wondering what this will do,
When you get ready to graduate from GVU.
When employers perplexed look at you and say,
Is GVU here to stay?
We ask this because the last we heard,
GVSC was the word.
So if you’re going to change your name,
Just don’t keep changing it, again, and again, and again.
Just remember, students of the future GVU,
That this may really happen to you.
• So be prepared on graduation day,
When you hear President Lubbers say, GVU is here to stay.
Hang that diploma on the wall.
Someplace high and mighty, where it can’t fall.
And remember back to that fateful day,
That the name GVU was here to stay.
Respectfully submitted by David McNeil,
A CAS student at GVSC or GVU.
Wondering which one will be my Alma mater.
And which one will be yours too.
EDITOR: David McNeil
While in the getto it is called a vio­
lent crime, in the suburb it is called a 
childish prank.
Fire alarms arc pulled and money 
taken, GVSC has slapped 2 hands.
Arc we not adults that know nght 
from wrong?
Al Allington
* ...Some Democracy, Huh... 
EDITOR:
In regard to the decision to possibly 
switch from terms to semesters, this letter 
is for the admistrativc board.
Even though you believe that the 
switch to semesters will benefit the col­
lege, (more money) and the students, 
(better chance for summer jobs) look at it 
this way. Eighty-eight percent of 500 
students polled said that they favored 
terms over semesters. If such is the case, 
consider how the college's financial situ­
ation would be affected if 25% of these 
students would not return to GVSC. If 
this 25% were commuters carrying a full 
load, that would be a S225 minimum 
loss per student, not including books, 
meals and snack bar income, along with 
other various campus activities. Mini­
mum total cost then, for 125 students 
would be $28,125. I repeat, MINIMUM 
cost. Add to that the other average pur­
chases made over the years, plus dorms 
and apartments (not all will be commu­
ter*) and the real total is astronomical.
People keep telling me that this coF 
lege was built for the students. But it 
seems as though we are getting a first­
hand look at "democracy in action." 
Why don't you listen to us?!
Lee Lamberts
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College Tuition May Price Itself Out Of The Market
The financial burden of a college ed­
ucation may grow unbearable for some 
students next year as total costs at some 
schools exceed $7,<)00 for the first time 
Tuition at some of the nation’s leading 
private institutions will climb over the 
$4,0<)0 mark.
Total costs, including room, board 
and expens-s, may increase from 5 to 12 
percent at individual colleges and uni­
versities, according to a survey recently 
released by the College Kntrance Exami­
nation Board.
The survey showed that the average 
cost for a resident undergraduate will be 
$4,568 at a private institution and 
$2,790 at a public institution.
eat at
Tjf F A R M E R  
t ,  J O H N 'S
But at certain highly selective insti­
tutions, students will have to pay far 
more than the average costs, due to es­
pecially high tuitions at those schools. 
Tuitions at Yale, Harvard. Princeton, 
Stanford. Brown, Dartmouth. Cornell and 
other prestigious schools will exceed 
$4,000. At least one school, Bennington 
College in Vermont, will charge more 
than $5,000 for one year’s tuition, cxclu 
sivc of other major costs.
There has been growing concern 
from many critics that the cost of attend­
ing leading private schools will get so high 
that education will some day become the 
privilege of the rich and elite. At the same 
time that tuitions at private schools arc 
rising, the budgets of many state schtxils
OPEN
TUES. -  SAT. 
9:00 a.m. til
11:00 p.m.
FARMER JOHN S RESTAURANT AND PUB 
WE FEATURE IMPORTED BEER AND FAMOUS WINE
THURSDAY NIGHT IS PITCHER NIGHT 
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE PUB!
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME
WE’RE JUST 4 MINUTES EAST OF G.V.S.C. ON LAKE 
MICHIGAN DRIVE
DRINK OR DROWN
M I C I f  t o  l o w  W t'B I I M M I A I t l *  TO M I N T  T N IM . 
M il I  AMIMflOM WITH BTVDfMT f. » .  T T W i T  • pm -  W pm
food THE BEST d in tin g
arc being stripped back to the bare mini­
mum. leaving many poor and middle- 
income students out in the cold.
In New Jersey, for example, the total 
cost at Drew University, a private school, 
will be $5,455 next year. At the same 
time, the cost at Rutgers University, 
New Jersey’s state university, will in­
crease to $3,200.
In New York City, where students at 
Columbia University will pay $4,000 in 
tuition for being there, the City Universi­
ty of New York has been forced to close­
down several colleges in the system, in 
eluding a bilingual college serving pre 
dominantly minority students
“ t he answer has to be greater f ed 
cral support for the scholarship aid of
People need puoplo to grew. 
Glenmary Brothers, Sisters, 
and Priests grow by 
reaching out to help the 
people of Appalachia and 
the rural South.
□  Please send free information 
about Glenmary Home Mission­
ed to:
Name
Address
students from low and middle-income 
families,”  said Dr. Krnest I Boyer, 
chancellor of the 170,(MH)-student State 
University of New York, which recently 
announced tuition increases ranging from 
12 percent to 20 percent
The two-year community colleges, 
attended primarily by commuting stu­
dents, will be the least expensive institu 
tions of higher education, as they arc 
now. But there is pressure in many states 
to increase the tuition of community 
colleges In any case, students from most 
community colleges must still transfer 
to a four year institution in order to get a 
bachelors degree, exposing themselves to 
the rising tuitions they were able to 
avoid earlier
City
Zip
Slate
Age.
GLENMARY Rm. #2M
BOX 46404
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45246
Live dose to  cam pus' -  where the action is
Grand Valley Apts.
located south of campus next to the water tower
WE OFFER:
Furnished Apts. 
Free Utilities 
Free Trash Bags 
Free Light Bulbs 
Laundry Facilities 
Convenient Shopping 
Ample Parking 
Community Room 
Lease Options to Save
more
895-6351
O r visit us at Muskegon Bldg.*4 from 3— 6 p.m.
Shop early & save
ft 
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Jobs Scarce, But Available
BY DAVF BURGISS
I hi* summer, when the annual June 
job rush Begins, some GVSC graduates 
will find work, some will not. However, 
those lucky few that do find jobs won't 
Ik* thanking their diploma*.
“ Your diploma will get you in the 
door, but personal characteristics, drive, 
and your enthusiasm will get you the 
job," explained lorn Seykora of the 
GVSC Placement Office
Seykora believes that students don’t 
spend enough of their college years de­
veloping “people skills" These skills en 
able one to make friends easily, commun­
icate with strangers, and allow one to 
work we!! with others.
Bob Cooley of Business Men’s Clear 
ing House, one of Grand Rapids’ fore­
most employment agencies, also empha­
sizes "people skills”
“ Fifty per cent of all people hire<I 
arc hired because of the image they pro­
ject, not because they know what they’re 
doing," said Cooley.
Today's employer wants an indivi 
dual with experience, a degree, and a 
willingness to relocate, Cooley believes 
that the more of these requirements 
an individual fills, the faster he will find 
permanent employment
"But even if you do fill these require­
ments, the image that you project while 
Ix-mg interviewed will determine whether
or not you get the job,” remarked 
Cooley.
By sprinkling his college curriculum 
with some general business courses an 
individual can greatly improve his chances 
of finding quick employment The GVSC 
Placement Office and the Business Men’s 
Clearing House both agree that a student 
with a modest’ business background is 
more attractive to employers.
I.ast year was a tough year for job 
seekers, and the keen competition this 
year will make the situation bleak again.
Seykora believes that GVSC business 
administration majors will have an easier 
time than most job hunters. "Some com­
panies have returned to GVSC looking
for employees, simply because they’ve 
had such good luck with GVSC graduates 
in the past,” said Seykora.
Despite economic problems in the 
area's school systems, teaching jobs 
should be there, but Seykora believes 
that “ Although GVSC has the best pro­
gram in the state, special education 
majors may have to go out-of-state to 
find employment."
Students who desire work in the 
social services will find work, but proba­
bly not the work they desired.
"The colleges aren’t receptive to the 
needs of the community," remarked 
Cooley. “They use absolutely no fore­
sight at all."
T A S T E L E S S  A R T IC L E S  O F TH E W EEK
Pom's The Way A t San Jose,..
Someone has been making pornographic movies in the dorms at San Jose State 
College in California for the past two years, and the productions have opened to 
mixed reviews.
" The whole college thing has come together for me for the first time," gushed 
one coed who took part in the filming. "Drinking, drugs and sex, all at once."
“Obscene behavior is clearly contrary to university policy," harumphed college 
president John Bunzel, who has launched an investigation into the incident.
"I tried to lie a cool reporter but I must have turned 12 shades of purple before 
they were through," admitted Touise Randall, a writer for the student newspaper 
who hunted down the action for two months and then witnessed the filming of a 
couple scenes.
“ Most of them are clean, welt-raised, mom-and-applc-pic type* you wouldn't 
pick as porno chicks," commented the director, speaking of the nine female stu­
dents who acted for hint. One male student also starred in color films which arc be­
ing marketed for $1,000 each. The students were paid up to $100 for their parts, 
although the director said he had to hire prostitutes for the "unusual" sex scenes.
1 he iimimg went undiscovered because of an elaborate lookout system that en­
abled the sets to he dismantled and the crew to disperse in 60 seconds.
Artful Eroticism Or Erotic Art?
If you like to invest part of yourself in the art you view at an exhibit, even if it 
means offering body hair and having castings made of your nipples for display, you 
had a oncc-m-a-lifetime opportunity at the opening of laiuise Munyan's Aqueous 
Inclinations.
The title Aqueous Inclinations comes from Ms Munyan’s In-lict that water is 
an erotic medium, and the theme of water runs throughout the show.
It is the artist's conviction that it's necessary for the viewer to become part of 
the art he sees, to integrate himself into the experience of his viewing. She feels that 
the viewer is too distanced from most art, and she wants to break down some bar­
riers. That’s the reason for the castings that she was taking from the crowd on 
opening night adding them to her display of erogenous zones of the body.
Indeed, the most sensational part of Ms Munyan’s show is the display of cast­
ing* taken Irom the lips, nipples, and who-knows-where-else of the body. The cast­
ings were taken from male volunteers gleaned from the local nude beaches. Know­
ing this you can appreciate the fine irony of people’s reactions in the gallery. One 
guy was so impressed by the sight of so many nipples together in one place (“ Man. 
look at those boobs!") that he called all his friends over, who were equally enthus 
lastic in their appreciation, none suspecting th t they were admiring specimens 
of male and not female lieauty.
Dormies Greet Spring
BY JI FF WILLS
And the stereo wars have liegun again 
fresh and strong after storing up power all 
winter term. Per channels over a short 
distance, the Dorms give you a choice.
Peter Frampton, cursed to be over­
played, bleeds constantly like the cars 
leaving almost neon, after a Dome con 
cert or racing back from Grand Haven on 
Tuesday night.
The Beatles' double white album 
seems stuck tin side three and the fris- 
l>ccs are back. But then again, frisbccs 
never really leave.
The sounds of summer, Nature and
Human's together, echoing between Tor­
nado- Proff Dormitories with Wood Peck­
ers and Robins caught in the middle like 
bookworms.
Ten-speeds switching gears in escape, 
flash by the windows in sweaty chrome 
streaks.
Abandoned right tennis shoes have 
replaced lost left gloves, almost hidden 
now amidst the daiidciions like toast 
crumbs in butter or before as nuts in ice 
cream.
Scott screams for Roxy Music! but 
sails his sail boat in the Zumbcrgc pond 
instead, squinting as the late sun watches
the wind bounce off the buildings.
Suddenly, the lounge balconies arc 
crowded with ’cut offs’ that smell like 
coconut butter or oil; cursing clouds or 
the time of day and groaning at the 
Blonde from Literature or the Brunette 
from Chemistry.
They're reading Poetry and playing 
flutes. They’re reading over-tacked 
bulletin boards and playing softball.
"Is it raining?”
"No. It’s the wind through the 
trees—they have leaves now, you know!"
Class is out on the lawn, ignoring the 
text and watching motorcylces leave 
early.
They want your vote in the Campus 
Center and your money in the Bookstore, 
and the Library still seems to have the 
heat on high.
I he new paths arc new washouts and 
stubs of ice cream cones show the way to 
SAGA.
But it’s JAZZ for now in the air and 
the smells of spring smell even better than 
a new car and almost as good as a new 
record album, that together eventually 
drives everyone away from the walls and 
down to the beach.
Film  Series O ffered
BY GERRY MASKL 
Campus Activities is sponsoring a 
film series called "  The Greatest Film Ser­
ies Fvcr.” This series brings back the gol­
den days of the Silver Screen.
April’s fare includes such favorites as 
the hero of the fifties cult. James Dean; 
W.C, Fields; Bubsby Berkley’s classic ' 
"42nd Street,” with such notables as Ned 
Sparks for aii you trivia buffs, as well as 
an Astaire and Rogers' festival.
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May starts with an Frrol Flynn Fes­
tival, "Against All Flags," May 3rd; 
"Charge of the Light Brigade," May 5 th ; 
and one which many claim to be Flynn’s 
best, "The Adventures of Robin Hood." 
Don’t miss this one!
May 11th Abbot and Costello, May 
13th " I he Benny Goodman Story” with 
Steve Allen in the lead. "Reefer Mad­
ness" and a Beatles’ concert film "Let It 
Be" share a twin bill on the 15th. For 
political watchers. May 18th “ All the 
King’s Men” and May 20th Jimmy 
Stewarts "Mr. Smith Goes to Washing­
ton." A classic thriller May 22nd Alfred 
Hitchcock's "Dial M for Murder."
The 25th, 27th and 29th of May, 
“ Bogie," “ Dark Massage" with iauren 
Bacall, "The Malt sc Falcon" with Bogie 
as Sam Spade and one of the greatest 
films of all time “Casablanca" where 
Bogie never says "Play it ^ a in  Sam."
Hooter for times and 
pl*ces. All films will be shown twice; 
once (hiring hmch time and once «f»in at 
n1^t' giving all film junkies a chance to 
catch at least one showing.
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Conversation
l.antborn interviews by Rob Stanton. Chuck Stevens, and Jim Powel!
Genesis, a rock band from England, performed a two-hour show at thc<3vic 
Auditorium April 22. The performance included some of their most important 
cuts, including "Supper’s Ready," "Cinema Show.” some cuts off "The Lamb I ,es 
Down On Broadway,”  and several songs off their new album. "A Trick of the Tail ’’
Although performing without Peter Gabriel, the lead singer who was in the 
band untd the end of last year’s tour, the band performed an excellent show.
. Collins, originally the drummer of Genesis, took over the role of lead 
vocalist. Collins proved to be quite adequate in his new role. His clear and powerful 
voice easily covered the wide frequency range required for Genesis ' lyrics.
The band members are: Michael Rutherford -bass, rythym guitar ami con 
tribut.ng vocals. Tony Banks-keyboards. 1 2 -str,ng guitar and background 
vocals. Phil Collins -lead vocalist ind part-time drummer. And Steve Hack- 
ett -lead guitar.
Bill Bruford, originally with Yes, plays back-up drums and percussion.
We bad the opportunity to speak 
with Phil Collins and Michael Rutherford 
before the show
LANTHORN: We don’t know very much 
about Genesis. Very little has been writ­
ten. Could you give us a little background 
material?
RUTHERFORD: We arc all 25 or 26 
years old.
LANTHORN: Arc all of you from Eng- 
land?
RUTHERFORD: Yes. I went to school 
with Tony and Peter. That was about 
eight years ago. We’ve been with Phil 
and Steve for six years. It’s a pretty 
long thing. It started in school days and 
it’s been going on every since. 
LANTHORN: When did you decide you 
wanted to do what you arc*doing now? 
Did you always want to be rock a.id roll 
stars or whatever it is that you are? 
RUTHERFORD: It wasn’t rock-n-roll
then, it was pop. It wasn’t underground. 
COLLINS: Tony went to the University, 
and then left to rejoin the group. Steve 
used to do a couple of other jobs. !le was 
a surveyor’s helper for awhile, and he did 
a couple of other things.
LANTHORN:'What about musical educa­
tion?
COLLINS: Tony was classically taught. 
I’ve had lessons, reading lessons. Those 
were very brief.
RUTHERFORD: Nothing at all. Ab­
solutely nothing.
LANTHORN: How do you feel about 
that?
RUTHERFORD: I’d like to have had
them, but I don’t want to do it half­
hearted, you know, learn little bits right 
now.
LANTHORN: You don’t read music?
RUTHERFORD: No. Nothing.
COLLINS: You use everything that’s 
available to you.
RUTHERFORD: Sometimes I think
it makes me a bit unorthodox, which is 
good.
LANTHORN: Could you describe what 
musical influences have shaped Genesis? 
COLLINS: Well, that varies with every­
body. because everyone’s got different 
taste.
LANTHORN: Are there dominant
musical influences?
COLLINS: At the moment, i’m personal­
ly into some jazz things My interest is in 
that area.
RUTHERFORD: I don’t think any sort 
of outside musical influence has ever 
really come in particularly strong. There’s 
always been four or five strong musical 
contributors to the composition. Ob­
viously any one guy who’s got ' big 
thing about someone, by the t i  - it’s 
gone through the others, it’s never come 
out strong. But I think this is good. 
LANTHORN: Why do you credit indivi­
duals with pieces on “ * Trick of the 
Tail,” whereas the credits on the other
albums just say all music and lyrics writ­
ten by Genesis?
RUTHERFORD: Two reasons really.
First and foremost because it’s a bit 
more like that this album. But also be­
cause in the past, if we’d credited all the 
way down the line who’d written what, 
a lot of fans wouldn’t have had any 
doubts about what wc could do in the 
future. A lot of people were saying 
(after Gabriel left), "Can these boys 
write?"
LANTHORN: How about your works 
previous to "A Trick of the Tail." Did 
Peter do most of the other stuff? 
RUTHERFORD: No, he was one-fifth 
of the writing team, and no more than 
that, in terms of music. The last album, 
"The Iamb. . .’’ was his (Gabriel’s) baby 
lyrically, not musically.
LANTHORN: How do you come up with 
ideas for the show?
COLLINS; It’s always the writing first. 
LANTHORN: The writing of the music? 
COLLINS: Yes. And then the visuals
arc put on to serve as a better way to 
represent the music.
RUTHERFORD: Wc often don’t even 
think about the visuals until a cotinlr 
of months later.
LANTHORN: Do you do that yourself, 
or do you have people that help you out 
with the production when you go on 
tour?
COLLINS: Wc have the ideas.
LANTHORN: The original ideas do
come from you?
COLLINS: Pretty much.
RUTHERFORD: Wc sit down with
people from each different area, slides, 
lighting. Some things arc more serious, 
other things wc say, "You sec what you 
can come up with.”
COLLINS: We’re still using slides. We’ve 
got movies as well now.
LANTHORN: A lot o f people associate 
Genesis' stage show with Gabriel’s cos­
tumes and theatrical performances. Is 
concert attendance suffering a loss since 
Gabriel quit?
COLLINS: Not at all 
RUTHERFORD: We can’t believe it.
I was expecting the first show wc did 
after Pete would be affected by that. 
LANTHORN: Why did Peter Gabriel 
leave the band?
RUTHERFORD: Wc didn’t want him to 
leave, wc spent a whole six months tour­
ing alone trying to persuade him other­
wise. Wc’fc all really good friends. Wc 
really respect the guy as a musician.
It’s ijot like he left because we 
wouldn't pay him enough money. I think 
he wanted a change. I don’t know- 
family life? Felt a bit bored? Possibly a 
bit constricted?
LANTHORN: Do you know what he 
is doing right now?
RUTHERFORD: He’s going to record 
again this year.
With Genesis:
COI.1.INS There are points, when 
wc improvise for a long time. . .on 
various ideas. I think during those 
time periods, we do things as one 
person.
LANTHORN: I bead a rumor that he’s 
working with Robert Fripp from King 
Crimson. Is that trpe?
COLLINS: Yes, that was to do with
some kind of Yoga.
, LAN I HORN; Phil, how do you feel 
about all the vocals you have to do now? 
I hat must be a tremendous change. 
COLLINS: Yes, its great fun. 
LANTHORN: How do you feel about 
having another drummer play your music 
on stage, instead of you?
COLLINS: I didn't think I was going to 
like it at all, but Hill (Bruford) has really 
fit in perfectly. I still play. There’s two 
(drum) kits on stage. Wc play some to­
gether, and I play some alone. I play most 
of the instrumental pieces.
RUTHFR FORD Money's been a 
disaster with trur lavish stage pro 
ductions. Hut we're not particularly 
financially geared.
it was the music first.
LANTHORN: Which of your albums 
is most popular in the U.S.?
COLLINS: ’’Selling England by the 
Pound."
LANTHORN I low did “ A Trick of the 
Tail" get started?
COLLINS: What we write, we cannot 
plan. In the hack of our heads we thought 
wc might do an album with quite a lot of 
long instrumentals. This is what we 
thought, hut look what came out! Weal- 
ways have little plans, hut what happens, 
happens. You have to he able to change- 
while you’re writing the music, otherwise 
you get stuck. You'll suddenly find that y 
you haven’t got what you wanted to have 
have. You've got something else.
LANTHORN: How commercially sue-
ccssful is Genesis? llackett, the lead guitarist, consented
RUTHERFORD: Money’s been a disaster to an interview after the show: 
with our lavish stage productions. Bur f.ANTIfORN.- What kind o f  experience* 
we’re not particularly financially geared, do you and the rest of the band have that 
LANTHORN: If you’re not out for the cause you to compose the music of 
money, what is it you’re trying to do? Genesis?
RUTHERFORD: I never do that kind of HACKETT: I don't really understand 
thinking. If ! have to find a goal, it dr- what makes a hand  tick It just scents to 
presses me. What I want to do is simply happen. I really can’t pin down the 
make good music. It's much more a feel- source.
ing, not something wc really talk about LANTHORN: Is the composition of 
very much. When we’re sort of playing music more intuitive than planned? 
and writing together wc just get a feeling HACKETT: Yes, sometimes. Sometimes 
and wc know it’s right. it’s more contrived.
LANTHORN: Do you become a collcc- LANTHORN: Do you have some favorite 
tivc entity when you play? musicians?
COLLINS: There arc points when we im HACKETT: No, not any more. I’m com 
provisc for a long time, maybe an hour, pletcly unmoved by most music, 
or an hour and a half on various ideas. LANTHORN: You arc?
1 think during those time periods wc do HACKETT: These days, yes. I wouldn't 
things as one person. say that was the case earlier on.
I.AN'TIIORN: Do you, individually or LANTHORN: What about Yes. Have you 
as a band, adhere to a particular kind of heard "Rclaycr," Yes' latest release? 
lifestyle? HACKETT: Yes, I quite like that. I like
COLLINS: Free love and hard drinking, the first cut.
(laughs) LANTHORN: "The Gates of Delirium?”
RUTHERFORD: No, we’re really quite HACKETT: Yes. I like that considerably 
quiet and domesticated. better than most songs l.vc heard by Yes.
COLLINS: Come night, wc each have our I like some of "Close to the Edge" too, 
own room, kiss the wife goodnight, and I must admit.
go to sleep. LANTHORN: Fans often tend to group
LANTHORN: Will Genesis make another Genesis and Yes together, 
album? HACKETT: I’d say there arc a lot of simi-
COLLINS: There’s at least one more laritics, but they arc only superficial. 
Genesis album coming. really.
IANTHORN: Do the lyrics of Genesis LANTHORN: Docs touring seem to stunt 
have double meanings? the creative process of song writing?
RUTHERFORD: With an awful lot of HACKETT: I've managed to write a bit 
Fete's lyrics ihcrc were always two levels, since I've been on the road. ! find it's a 
One is the simple story level, just what it good time to write.
is. And then, you can start looking in and LANTHORN: Isn't there a lot of pressure 
finding all sorts of double meanings, though?
People come up to us with such incrcdi- HACKETT: Yes. there is. 
ble meanings, often so completely re- LANTHORN: Does an artist have to learn 
moved from what the person originally to creat despite all the pressures? 
meant. But that's fine. HACKETT: Yea, I think it’s one of the
LANTHORN: In composing Genesis’ hardest things, keeping going and not let-
music, what comes first? ting it get to you. You have to fight
COLLINS: In the majority of the cases through it.
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WGVCAuction Rakes in
BY l)AVI-. WAJ.KI' K
According to WGVC.' I V General Manager Gordon (.awrcncc, “ Public television 
can only be public if people get involved." In the areas of money and time, suppor­
ters of public television in the TV35 area recently showed a lot of involvement.
In the area of money, WGVC's Auction 35 raked in a gross of $120,119; well 
over the set goal of $100,(MM), According to l^wrencc, "We really won’t know how 
much we netted until we get all the lulls in and paid."
The money itself came from three sources Underwriting of the auction boards 
(in return for advertising) brought in $30,1(M); the sale of merchandise donated by 
area businesses grossed $85,565; and donations from various sources amounted to 
$4,454. According to Liwrcnce, the merchandise went for an actual 65% of value, 
down from the 71% of last year's auction, “ So people really got a fairly good deal.” 
The most expensive item sold on the auction was a Hawaiian trip for two 
worth $1900, which went for around $1700; the least expensive items were either 
a single item or a grab bag of less-expensive items worth a minimum of $25.
In the area of time, Ijwrence was quite pleased with both the quality and 
quantity of involvement from both the general public and the WGVC-TV staff. 
Approximately 1700 people were involved in the auction, a!! of them volunteers 
On the part of the station staff, all of the crews working on the auction volunteered 
their time and skill for free; "We couldn’t have done it without them, they did a 
fine job ”
WGVC-TV staffer Miles Kapper, who worked on the auction as the head floor 
unit manager, explained the behind-the-scenes work.
“ Basically, the auction went something like this: I here were 18 positions on
the auction staff headed by Chief Director Mike Stokes, divided In-tween the auc­
tion area in the I icldhousc, the remote-control truck parked outside the Field- 
house, and the main studio in Mamtou Hail.'’
“On the floor were the unit director who was responsible for keeping the 
show and script together; the floor directors, who made sure the auctioneer knew 
what was going on, four cameramen working three cameras on a 154-hour on, 
54-hour off schedule; and two camera assistants who made sure that the camera 
cables didn't get in the way. In the truck, dubbed the "locked box," were a direc­
tor, an assistant, a switcher, and an audio technician. The director was responsible 
for camera direction, keeping voice-overs and background music in their proper 
places, and the actual production; the assistant maintained liason between the floor, 
truck, anti studio, the switcher and audio technician were responsible for turning 
the various cameras anil sound equipment (which included 12 microphones) on and 
off at the proper times."
“ Back at the studio, the studio director directed all broadcast material origina­
ting from the studio itself (including camera cue cards) and got his cues from the 
assistant in the truck; the master controller-director made sure the station logs were 
in order, kept the production in line with l;CC regulations, and also helped out the 
studio director when things got tight; while an audio technician monitored the 
truck and studio audio.
Concerning the pre-auction setup, Kapper stated, “ We usually started with a 2 
pm meeting to discuss the last night’s problems and good points, and to go over anv 
anticipated problems. The crews decided earlier that they would rather work the 
entire night rather than just half and then go home. In addition to our own staff of 
18, we got ten more people from WZZM-TV and ex-WGVC employees working in 
the area.”
Kapper also commented that the operation went ‘incredibly smooth,' in spite 
of a headset malfunction that impaired communications for about an hour one 
night, and a mistake in the studio that had Roy Rogers instead of the big board on 
the screen for a few moments. Kapper further stated, "It was interesting, m that 
we could get away with such supposedly non-professional things, as showing the 
other cameras and the floor director on the screen, in addition to the emcees asking 
one night "Where arc we going next?”
Concerning future auctions, l^wrcnce commented that the station had already 
received contributions, as well as some underwriter interest. In addition, 300-400 
of this year's volunteers had already volunteered to work again.
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Top: The scene of the WGVC Auction was hectic behind as well 
as in front of the cameras. Upper right: Priscilla Boike takes a bid by 
phone. Lower right: Production control technicians monitor the trans­
mission back at Channel 3S studios. Bottom: Unit Manager Deborah 
Mcisner keeps the director informed of planned events by intercom. 
I .eft: Emcee Jim Gaver sells another board. Far left: Colleen Collins 
checks a high bid on a board for an anxious caller.
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A Close Look At The Origins Of Reefer Madness
"Keefer Madness," the once popu­
lar concept of marijuana that misled a 
generation's beliefs about the drug, 
began with an obscure tax bill hearing 
nearly 40 years ago, according to a legal 
researcher.
Charles 11. Whitebread of the Univer­
sity of Virginia's law school traced the 
history of marijuana laws from the pas­
sage of the first state prohibition of the 
drug by Utah in 1915.
Whitebread, who began searching 
records in 1968 to discover where the 
idea started of making marijuana usage 
criminal, said 27 states bad made the 
drug illegal when Congress passed the 
Marijuana lax Act in 1937.
Congressional hearings on the bill 
lasted only two hours, Whitebread said. 
"Their key witness was F.nslinger, the 
head of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 
who testified that marijuana created in 
its users ‘insanity, ciminality and death.’”
The Marijuana Tax Act, an extensive 
measure that included prohibition of 
marijuana and hemp production, passed 
Congress without debate against protests 
from the American Medical Association. 
“ Now no medical bill could pass Congress 
without the approval of the AMA,” 
Whitebread said. "Why did it then?” 
Birdseed manufacturers who were us­
ing marijuana seeds in their mixed seed
products were exempt from the act be­
cause, Whitebread said, “ they tried other 
seeds, but none other made the bird’s 
coats so shiny or made them sing so
much.”
The 1937 act set the stage for 
"Reefer Madness," Whitebread said, but 
the real origin was the scnsationaFstic 
newspaper coverage of five major criminal 
trials in the early 1940’s in which mur­
derers were acquitted on criminal insanity 
resulting from marijuana use.
A prominent physician testified in 
one o f the trials that he had tried 
smoking marijuana himself, Whitebread 
J ^ d ^ ^ f tc r^ w c ^ ju tf^ m ^ w n a ry u a n a ^
cigarette," the doctor said, "1 turned into 
a bat and flew around the room for five 
minutes, landing at the bottom of a 200- 
foot inkwell.” A terrified audience be­
lieved him.
Whitebread said he holds no high 
hopes for national legalization of mari­
juana because the public confuses legali­
zation with promotion. Me believes that 
suppression of marijuana usage poses 
graver dangers than legalization.
“We simply have more to lose as a 
nation from that intrusion than from 
practice, whether it be smoking mari­
juana, reading pornography or using con­
traceptives.” Whitebread said. _____ _
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Live On Campus This
S u m m e r  Y o u  w ill be im pressed b y
the Services,variety of O p tio ns and L o w
C o st.
C o st includes all utilities (except telephone) 
com pletely furnished apartm ents and
24 -h o u r m anagem ent at 
R A V IN E  A P A R T M E N T S .
N O  D EP O SIT REQUIRED!!!
RATES
Unit No. of occupants 10week lease 5 week lease
2- bedroom 4 $162.00/person $81.00/per son
3 $216.00/ " $108.00/ "
2 $324.00/ " $162.00/ "
1 $648.00/ " $324.00/ "
1-bedroom 2 $209.00/person $105.00/person
1 $418.00/ " $209.00/ "
Efficiency 2 $18K.00/person $93.00/person
1 $278.00/ " $139.00/ "
Linen and fo o d  service available separately
Now Showin
The annual Foreign language Day, sponsored by the (.AS 
Foreign language Department, is scheduled for Friday, May 7, 
from 9:00 am until 2:00 pm. Activities for the day include 
foreign films, Chekhov’s ‘The Seagull,’ (Russian) to Ik- shown 
at 10:45 in 174 I^ike Superior; ‘l^s Gualoiscs hlcues,’ 
(French), to be shown at 9:00 am in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre; ‘Der Mann, der durch die Wandc ging,’ (German), to 
be shown at Lake Michigan and 12 noon in 132 Lake Huron; 
and ‘Bienvenido, Mr. Marshall,’ (Spanish), to be shown at 
i l :0 0  in the Louis Armstron Theatre. There will also be vari­
ety programr in the various languages. Area Language students 
and other interested persons arc invited to attend the events of
the day.
There is no admission charge for any of the events. Copies of 
the complete program will Ik- available in the Campus (.enter 
and other points of Friday, May 7, the day of the event.
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Lakers Are Down Again on Diamond
BY CORKY MFINFCKF.
I he up-again, dnwn-again laker base 
hail team is, for the moment anyway, 
down again. The diamond hoys ran into 
another one of those win one - lose three 
deals with Northwood Institute and the 
University of f>etroit.
Grand Valley dropped the opener to 
Northwood 4-1, hut a five-run uprising 
in the fifth inning of the second game, 
highlighted by a two-run single by Weed 
Johnson, gave the l.akcrs the nightcap 10- 
8.
In Detroit, the Lakers rated to a 4-0 
lead over the Titans only to lose in the 
bottom of the seventh, 5 4 Starter Tom 
Darbow pitched 5 2/3 innings, allowing 
three runs on seven hits. Reliever Dan 
Faulkner, who picked up the victory in 
the second game against Northwood, was 
the victim of the two run uprising in the 
inning, the loss dropping his record to 
U
I itan pitcher Chris Wallace threw 
nothing hut bullets in the nightcap, strik­
ing out 14 Inkers cn route to a two-hit, 
5-0 whitewash of Grand Valley. Kandy 
August and Jamie llosford owned the 
two I jk e r safeties.
The three defeats dropped the l.aker 
season record to 5-11, and with any luck 
at all, firand Valley could easily be at 
least 8 8. Johnson put it best when he 
said, ' All we needed was a few key hits, 
minus the opposition’s chop singles 
against our pitchers, and our record
would he much better than it is.”
Certainly no one can blame the 
l.akcr misfortunes on catcher August, 
who’s been tarrying the team m the hit­
ting department with a .367 mark, includ­
ing 13 RBI's, five doubles, a triple and a 
pair of home runs.
Mike Dansard, hobbling most of the 
year with a pulled muscle, is second in 
hitting with a .312 mark followed by 
Scott VanDykcn’s .300 clip. Trank Man- 
ley went into those four contests hitting a 
hefty 323, but an 0-for-8 streak deflated 
those figures to .256.
Manley is second in RBI’s with 10 
followed by freshman Stacey Bosworth 
who has six. Bosworth, hitting .279 while 
playing errorless ball in the outfield, is 
(besides August) the Inkers steadiest per­
former.
Johnson has been the hottest l aker 
of late, ripping four hits in his last nine 
times at the plate, raising his average from 
133 to .260.
Pitcher Mike Urban took over for 
Johnson as the team jinx, losing his third 
straight game of the season, despite 
throwing a six hitter and despite leading 
the staff with the lowest I It A, 2.50. Join 
mg Urban as three game losers are Dan 
Faulkner and Bob Cameron whose FRA 
both hover around the 10.00 mark
VanDyken (the third leading hitter) 
has recently shown signs of returning to 
last year’s form by lowering his FRA 
from 37.00 to 6.99, and another good
outing could return the big righthander to
respectability.
The lakers twinbill was cancelled 
Saturday when Mother Nature decided 
that it would be February again. After 
Tuesday’s doublehrader at Ferris State, 
firand Valley returns home to host Hills­
dale in a I (H) twinbill Saturday.
■» -»
CRT.AT I.AKF’S BASF BAIT 
(As of April 26. 1976)
W I.
Oakland University..........5 1
Ferris State....................... 4 2
Wayne State...................... 5 3
Hillsdale .........................3 5
Northwood....................... 3 5
(irand Valley....................2 6
last Results 
Northwood 4, ( i VS(.’ I
(iVSC 10, Northwood 8 'wn
Kamlv August leuds Laker hit­
ting with robust .367 hatting aver­
age, two homers and 13 RBI.
Keed Johnson Still Hitting t  astballs
BY CORKY MFJNTCKt
On the afternoon of April 12, 1975 
at Central Michigan University in Mount 
Pleasant, Senior outfielder Reed Johnson, 
in the midst of the worst slump of his 
career, ate a fastball thrown by Chip­
pewa hurlcr Doug Harrison.
In 1970, Paul Blair of the Baltimore 
Orioles was struck in the face with a 
fastball thrown by California's Ken 
Tatum, shattering the left side of his 
nose. After that, his heart raced and his 
breath came in short heaves, leaving his 
body limp whenever a ball came close to 
him. lie hasn't been the same hitter since.
Ten days after the hcaning, Johnson 
was back at school practicing with the 
team the day before a scheduled twin- 
hill with Northwood Assistant Coach 
Wes Vandcnhcrg threw hatting practice to 
Johnson, the first time Reed had a bat in 
his hand since being hit. Heaves? Limp­
ness?
"It didn’t bother me at all," said 
Johnson of his half-hour session with 
. Yaitdcnbcrg. ‘Tie used lo piay pro ball, 
and he throws the ball pretty hard, but 
it still didn't bother trie."
When asked about the beaning, 
Johnson explains it this way. "Harrison 
had been pitching me curvcballs low and 
away, in fact, he threw four in a row, 
so I was looking for an outside pitch."
But that's not what he received. 
Ilarriaon threw a hard fastball that 
tailed into Johnson. “I never saw it 
after it left hia hand." he admitted. 
"I guns I twas out for about rwentv
Harrison threw a hard J 
“I never saw it af ter it left 
afterwards was heavy: two 
times their normal size, and 
retire from the game, period.
seconds. The first thing I remember 
them asking me was-where was I hit."
Charlie Harfclr, the laker thirdbase- 
man, was one of the first ones there after 
Johnson went down. "It was a mess," 
said Barfelz. "After a little while he came 
to and said sonic of his teeth were gone."
I wo ot his teeth were indeed gone, 
one of which Johnson never located "I 
gurss I swallowed it, because when I came 
to I wa*k swallowing quite a bit of blood."
The toll afterwards was heavy-: two 
teeth missing, lips swelled to four times 
their normal size, and a strong vote from 
his parents to retire from the game 
period.
My parents don’t live too far away 
from Central and my sister goes to school 
there so they made a Hav .»f it
me play and then visiting my sister." 
explained Johnson. "They wanted me to 
quit pretty bad, but geez. I just couldn’t 
quit." %
So. looking more like Bobby Clarke 
than a baseball player. Reed made his 
first appearance back against Northwood 
in the second game of a twinbill.
His first time up he knocked a 
grounder right back to the pitcher. Most 
guys wnuM hay? been happy to have
'asthall that tailed into Johnson, 
his hand, " he admitted.. The toll 
teeth missing, lips swelled to four 
a strong vote from his parents to
hung in there ami made the connection. 
Not Reed lie stomped around behind the 
dugout, complaining that the pitch was 
"right down the middle."
But the most important thing was 
that he hung in there. Did not bail out. 
Did not get weak-kneed. Reed Johnson is 
the toughest critter this side of the foot­
ball field. Tim Maki included.
Since that hcaning, Johnson has 
hit .444 while driving in four runs and
Johnson
lifting his season’s average to ,2ft0. 
Before being hit, Johnson had hit the 
ball well, but mostly right at someone, 
explaining Ins .133 average. 11 is string of 
bad luck culminated at Mount Pleasant. 
"I hope this story doesn’t make me a 
jinx again," fretted Reed.
Johnson is completing bis baseball 
career aJmidst many achievements 
—A1IGI.IAC, 1975 
-All-Grand Rapids Collegiate team, 
1974
— Season Records: Hits-35. Stolen 
Bases-21
—Career Records Stolen H.iscs-21 
The latest o f his laurels was being 
nominated to the 197ft Academic All- 
America College Division team. Johnson, 
a native of Fenton, Michigan, is a history 
major in.the Colleges of Arts and Sci­
ences. Besides baseball, Johnson is a 
member of the Varsity Club and the 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes while 
compiling a 3.2ft grade point average.
Johnson has enjoyed his four years 
of varsity ball at Grand Valley, but he 
wishes more people would come out to 
the games. "It would be nice if more 
students would come out for the games," 
hi said, but 1 don t blame them because 
when we ve had the big crowd, wc 
haven’t played so well.”
The odds are with the lakers that 
sooner or later they’ll play a good game 
at home. So take a chance and go out and 
watch a game. Look for Reed Johnson, 
the center fielder He’ll be easy to pick
*"**• h* • the tall, dark-haired guy who 
nfWfr smiles.. .and never quits.
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T im e O u K  
w ith  Dan N ilsen
Almost a year ago, on a warm afternoon in late May, Cary Chopp leaped 
out of an airplane 3,000 feet over a Coopersville farm field.
After several seconds of free fall, he tugged open the mam parachute, 
which promptly malfunctioned.
No panic. There’s always the reserve chute.
But that didn’t work cither. It fluttered open for a few seconds, then 
collapsed. . .and Gary Chopp completed his jump in a dead fall.
Anyone else might have been killed on impact. But after a long winter of 
conditioning on the (•rami Valley State wrestling team, Chopp was in excellent 
shape, a factor which he admits allowed him to relate the experience a year later.
“All the way down I was frantically working on fixing the chute and think­
ing, ‘I can't believe this is happening to me. This is it."
“ As soon as I hit, I came right to, and I remember people coming up to me 
asking where it hurt."
What transpired was a long series of complications, beginning with the 
ambulance overheating. l;or the next seven months, Chopp laid in a hospital, 
several times in the intensive care unit.
Operations removed his spleen and one kidney. Though neither leg was 
broken, both his pelvic bone and backbone were fractured, the latter forming 
scar tissue that has affected the nerves. "The nerves can't get through the scar 
tissue and that’s causing paralysis in my left leg."
So Chopp, now living in Robinson Hall, works out at the ficldhouse, lifting 
weights and receiving therapy from Grand Valley trainer Jeff Green lbs attitude 
is remarkable.
"I tell ya, it’s a good feeling just to be able to move, even though I'm wear­
ing a leg brace and have to use crutches now. The way I look at it, I made the 
choice to jump. I knew the risks involved. Maybe if this had happened in a car 
accident, where I had no choice, I’d be upset.
"People have really helped me out, not just financially, but morally."
When news of the accident reached Chopp’s hometown of (irand hedge, 
people in that community took up a fund. So did Grand Valley students and 
wrestling Coach Jim Scott.
Since insurance covered most of the medical costs which totalled "well 
over $100,000," Chopp put most of those funds away for eventual use in com­
pleting his education.
lie was released from the hospital Christmas live ("quite a present") and 
since has begun work on a list of incompietes. Originally hoping to enter police 
work, Chopp has been forced to alter his goals somewhat. "My major is still 
criminal justice, but I mav vet into juvenile justice or leval administration,"t  t  u  * * *
For the time being, however, parachuting is no longer a hobby.
Lakers Capture 1st 
GR City N et Title
Grand Valley’s budding tennis pro-
gram realized its first milestone this past INDIVIDUAL RFCORDS
weekend: the Inkers claimed their first SINGLES
(irand Rapids City tournament. W L
In the midst of its most successful Scott Raskiewicz 7 2
season ever (6-1 in dual meets thus lar), Hans Jacobson S 3
Grand Valley unseated perennial champ Barry McKey 3 4
Calvin College by a single point, 13-12. Greg Alexander 7 2
Grand Rapids Junior College placed third Tim McKey 3 5
with 10 points while Aquinas brought up Steve Norton 8 1
the rear with one.
Actual victory was secured in the No. . DOUBLES
3 doubles finals, where Tim McKey and
Steve Norton, just 1-6 as a team over the Raskicwicz/B McKey 9 1
first seven duals, emerged victorious over Jacobson/Alexandcr 9 1
a talented field. T. McKey/Norton 4 6
Norton also copped the No. 6 singles
title, destroying Jim Tooks of Calvin 6-3,
6-0 to run his personal mark to 8-1 for
the year. / Northwood 5, GVSC 4
No. 1 singles Scott Raskiewicz ex­ GVSC 6, Albion 3
tended his victory string to seven straight GVSC 5, Wayne State 4
matches, defeating Bob Moss of Junior GVSC 6. Hope 3
College 6-1, 4-6. 6-3 in the finals. Greg GVSC 6, Northwood 3
Alexander reigned as No. 4 singles cham­ GVSC 7, Hillsdale 2
pion, improving his personal mark to 7-2. GVSC 7, Spring Arbor 2
After a dual meet with Aquinas Wed- Won GR City Tournament 
nesday, the taken moved on to this 
•weekend’s Ferris State Invitational...and 
hopefully another tourney title.
Crew Sweeps MSU
BY MARGARET O’DWYLK
With early starts Saturday, the men's 
and women's crews heat out both snow 
ami Michigan State shells in Fast I ..lining.
Although winds and choppy waters 
slackened speeds, the Inkers were four- 
time winners. In men’s vanity action, 
(•rand Valley breezed past the Spartans 
by a healthy 6 50 7 20 margin, followed 
by an 8 00-8 17 novice victory. The wo­
men’s varsity boat, which edged out the 
Spartans last fall by just three seconds, 
earned a more convincing win, 4 JO-5 .09, 
while the freshmen shell clocked a 4 42 
5 0 9  decision. I he victories were season
firsts for all four squads, which have yet 
to enjoy smooth waters
“We tried to get the races off at 10 
am," says Coach Paul Springer, "We
>ttl<tl/ln<l t )«<• • IS f t i d  Itii • r<iia«ls /••••« >1 ••■,•»* •■  t « O U \ U  H I S  S l l t r w ,  l » U I  l O U j ^ l l  VSf l l VI l t  I I I I I S
prevailed.
"The wins gave us a real boost."  he 
added. "We’re glad to carry the victories 
into our toughest race, the MACKA."
Both the men’s and women’s shells 
will compete in the MACKA (Mid­
American Collrgiaie Rowing Association) 
tournament at Marietta. Ohio this Satur 
day. Included in the competition are 
(•rand Valley, Notre Dame. Michigan 
State, Morris Harvey of Pennsylvania, 
Purdue, Marietta (the defending elumpi 
on and host team), along with others
Springer views Marietta as the boat 
to beat in the men's regatta, but feels 
assured (bat Grand Valle) and Morns 
Harvey will push it. "We had our finest 
showing ai the MACKA Iasi year," hr 
recalls "We finished fourth overall hut 
led the pack tor 1 300 meters "
''jf*c ^ i v s ’ v^.'c in t!ic v.;;mt*n**. 
competition." he predicts.
- Ct»NDV«m STOCOliniSemu i”  km
GVSC novice crew team also burns Spartans. ovsc Photo
ArtCarved introduces 
the first fashion collection 
of women's college rings.
RING DAY
Cottege rings by
/IKRTfRVED
that s when the Artt drved rejwesenlatise will 
he here to help you sHec 1 your < ustom made 
< ollege ring It s also the day you < an t barge your 
ArtCarved ring on Master Charge of BaokAmeri* ard
SAVf UP T O  $ A  Any day s the day to save on a 
gold ArtCarved ring $10 it you pay m lull $5 it 
you pay a standard deposit CAMPUS i
r
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SMAIAW Finals Here This Weekend
Women Ready For State Tourney
BY MARGARET O’DWYER
The women*! softball team hosts the 
second annual SMAIAW softball tourna­
ment Friday and Saturday, an event 
which they've been preparing for ever 
since taking a 3-2 discomfit from Michi­
gan State in the championship final last 
year
Michigan State and Grand Valley 
drew the top seeds in the tournament 
which takes place at the Allendale Recre­
ational softball Fields, behind the fire- 
barns on M-45. Included in the double- 
elimination tourney arc eight polished 
fast-pitch teams: Calvin (6-6), Iciris 
(1-5), Grand Rapids Junior College 
<3 I), Hope (3-2), Wayne State (7-8), 
and Western Michigan (0 6), in addition 
to MSU and GVSC with the winner quali­
fying for the college World Series (na 
tional tournament) in Omaha, Nebraska 
during mid-May.
I he Spartans drew first seed by vir­
tue of their 1975 title, ensuing third- 
place finish m the College World Series, 
perfect instate record this spring, and 
9-4 overall mark.
Hut if the Spartans arc already re­
viewing their triptik to Omaha, they 
could be making a grave mistake
You see, the lakers boast the finest 
overall mark (I 1-0) of tournament en­
trees, and that includes recent 18-3 and 
84) wins over Ohio State and Ohio North­
ern, respectively. They haven’t forgotten 
that the difference between their second 
place showing and a berth in Omaha last
season was simply a suicide squeeze bunt 
by the Spartans in a duel of pitchers.
Both Grand Valley and MSU arc pre­
tournament picks primarily because of 
their pitching staffs and consistent de­
fenses.
The lakers rely upon Margo Jonker 
(64)) and Pat Baker (54)) to handle 
mound assignments. Both arc impres­
sive windmillcrs. Jonker is both fast and 
cagey, while Baker, also speedy, is peak­
ing for the tournament after hurling her 
finest game last weekend at Ohio North­
ern, and revealing a sly changcup.
State’s mainstay is Gloria Bccksford, 
a junior from Hamilton. Bccksford is per­
haps the fastest intercollegiate huricr in 
Michigan, earning an 84) record last sea­
son, pitching three Spartan victories in 
the 1975 SMAIAW tournament, and win­
ning six games in the College World 
Series, (.wen White, with an effective 
changcup, is Becksford’s backup.
A Monday double-header scheduled 
between the teams was cancelled due to 
flooded fields.
Both the lakers and the Spartans are 
working out with pitching machines to 
prepare for the SMAIAW, which could 
again turn out to lie a battle of pitchers. 
Grand Valley is batting .320 as a team, 
with balanced hitting from everyone. 
Michigan State also wields strong bats, 
with Sue lawson hack after leading the 
Spartans in hitting statistics last year.
Wayne State and Calvin could pro­
vide a fight with defensive polish, but 
lack the pitching staffs that MSU and 
GVSC possess.
A n n u a l Spring 
S tu de n t C o n g re ss  
Elections
Positions open: President 
2 Co-chairpersons 
7 Executive Board Members
President and 2 Co-chairpersons will run as one ticket 
(1 vote for 3 people)
Executive Board Members will run as one
Preliminaries open at 10 am Friday, 
with Michigan State against Hope and 
Wayne State against Western, followed 
by Calvin against Ferris and Grand Val­
ley against Junior College at noon. Games 
continue through 6 pm Friday.
Quarter-finals are slated for 9 am 
Saturday, with semis at 11 and the final 
at 1:30. If a second final is needed in the 
double-elimination process, it will take 
place at 3 30 Saturday.
IM  Track 
Program Set
An intramural track meet open to 
any interested athletes will be staged in 
the ficldhousc next Thursday, May 6. 
Events are open to both men and women 
at a cost of 50 cents per event.
Events open to men arc: 60-yard 
dash, 220-yard dash, 60-yard low hurdles, 
440-yard run, 880 relay, high jump and 
shotput Women may compete in all of 
those except the 880 relay. A mixed 
relay, in which two men run 220 yards 
each and two women run 110 yards each, 
is also open.
Trophies will be awarded to first- 
place finishers with ribbons given to pla­
ces 2-4 For more information, contact 
Gary Martin at 895-7 309 or Terrell Mor­
gan at 895-6090,
Sprinters Give 
Grand Valley 
3rd at Hillsdale
Grand Valley dashmen pooled their 
talents to win four sprint events, includ­
ing three relays, and Daryl Gooden added 
a fifth blue ribbon in the shotput as I-ak- 
er trackmen placed third in last Satur­
day's Hillsdale Relays.
The performances offered a glimpse 
of what to expect when the Inkers again 
travel to Hillsdale this Saturday for the 
obviously more important NAIA District 
2? meet
laker victories came in the 440 re­
lay, the mile relay and the sprint medley 
relay. Brothers Carter and Robert 
Eubanks joined Tony Cramatie and Steve 
Flanagan to win the 440 event; the 
Eubanks brothers combined with larry 
Harris and John Wilson for victory in 
the sprint medley; atul Wilson and Harris 
teamed with Robert Eubanks and Hal By­
ram to claim the mile relay.
Carter Eubanks also won the lOO- 
yard dash while Gooden set a GVSC. 
and meet record when he put the shot 
51-8'6.
YOU CAN SUB-LEASE-for the 
summer Option to rent. $185/month. 
Utilities paid. 2 Bedroom. Adjoining 
laundry room. Secluded apartment 
on scenic 74th Street. 5 miles from 
campus. 895-4458, usually pm.
EARN CASH
WEEKLY
BLOOD PLASMA 
DONORS NSBDSD
ODD
PHVsmsn
cosh paid
far serv ices
niTEnDnncE
Date of Elections: May 25-26-27 
(During fall registration)
Publicity $ money $ will be provided for everyone's cam- 
P*iQn
Petitions must be picked up by May 6 at the Student Con­
grats Office, South Wing, Campus Canter 
Mora info, whan you pick up the petition.
HOURS: Mon.,Thurso 7:30 
lu iis  til 3 pm 
Fri. til 2x30 pm
\m 7pm
Blood Plasma Component% Inc. 
1235 28th St root S.W.
5 3 8 -4 2 9 0
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NEWS BRIEFS NEWS BRIEFS NEWS BRIEFS NEWS
• •  Tomorrow, there will be an open meeting to discuss the proposed 
Performing An* Center at 10 am. It will he held in the North Dining Room at 
the Commons. Students involved in music, theatre and dance are urged to 
participate.
••  How to resolve, avoid and handle conflicts in today’s business 
world will be explored in two one-day workshops at GVSG The theme of the 
workshop is the “Conflict Resolution for Managers’’.'It is being sponsored by 
CiV's School of Business Administration, College of Arts and Sciences. Partici­
pants may choose between two all-day work sessions, Wednesday May 12 and 
Saturday, May 1 5.
• •  GVSC’s Artists-in-Resilience String Quartet will present a prr»gram 
of Brahms, Pcrschetti and Stamit/ on Wednesday. May 5 at the Greenville 
Community Center. The 12 noon performance is pan of the Community Cen­
ter’s “ Brown Bag Luncheon Scries.” The concert, sponsored by the CAS 
music department, is open to the public free of charge.
• •  Volunteer groups are neeiied to help make the "Community O ut­
door Dance Pvent," scheduled to be performed in June during Grand Rapids' 
''Festival ’76,” a success. The event, which will be under the direction of 
choreographer Andrea Verier of TJC at GVSC, will feature not only the vol 
unteers, but also the TJC Dancers, and the audience. Interested individuals or 
groups may receive further information by contacting Ms Mary TePaste, 
452-0038
** The School of Public Scivicc will hold an orientation session for 
Summer '76 interns on May 4 in Commons 225 All prospective interns must 
attend one session Prof. Mike Mast, who is directing the Summer intern pro­
gram. and Prof. Robert Cooper will both attend the sessions. They will ex 
plain course requirements and other matters of importance. Students may 
attend any one of three sessions scheduled from !t> am to 12 noon. 2 pm to 
4 pm. or 7 pm to 9 pm.
CANOE THE MISSISSIPPI?
JOIN 23 OTHERS FOR 11- 
WEEK FALL OR WINTER 
TRIP, ALSO 2-WEEK WILD­
ERNESS CAMPING LEAD­
ERSHIP WORKSHOPS IN 
AUGUST AND SEPT.
FOR BROCHURES CON­
TACT DR. CLIFFORD BO R- 
BAS PINE RIVER CANOE 
CAMP, 918 LANTERN HILL, 
EAST OR CALL 517-484- 
9158.
Available
Tickets: $3.00 Advance 
$ 4 .0 0  D oor
now at GVSC Concession Stand 
and Area Music Stores Stores
Ent%rtainm0nt
Nightly
MBL,—> Binri Bi IHTT-L*ifr—i----r —TI jpi jUiMai I ItnB HnElantlOf)
UQOuierimv 
at lota drive 
beer.udns, liquor
HAIR
t n i  noGCM oot
S U M  ft
" H A  I R C  U T T I N O ”
"Just weft o f Woodland M all" 
9 4 0 * 3 6 0 .
F O R E I G N
A U T O
P A R T S
WHOUSAU -  SiTAIL
WORLD PARTS
AUTO PARTS POR IMPORTS
G R A N D  V A L L E Y  
A U T O M O T IV E
N E X T  T O  M cD O N A LD S  
IN  S TA N D A L E  
4 6 3 -8 2 4 0
Tflhxs* o /i
4
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